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Preface 

This publication presents the results of the second of two studies conducted by 

Abt Associates Inc. in 1988-1989. This study was an examination of the compatibility 

of child safety seats with these same automobiles. The companion study was a 

comparison of the comfort and convenience of the,automatic safety belt systems in 

seventeen 1988-89 model year automobiles. 
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Installation of Child Safety Seats in


Selected 1988-1989 Model Year Automobiles


Executive Summary 

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration recognized the need to 

reexamine how easily and securely currently available child safety seats can be 

installed in recent model automobiles. The last study to test the installation of child 

seats was conducted in 1980. In addition, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208 

requires the installation of automatic protection systems in all new cars effective with 

model year 1990. Most manufacturers are meeting the standard by equipping their 

automobiles with automatic safety belts (the rest are using air bags). Thus, there was 

also a need to examine child safety seat installation and use in vehicles equipped with 

automatic safety belts. 

To achieve this goal, NHTSA contracted in 1988-1989 with Abt Associates Inc. 

to conduct a study to test the installation of child seats in 17 current model 

automobiles. 

This study was purposely designed to identify problems associated with a 

relatively recent technological innovation in highway traffic safety--child safety 

seats. Studies had already shown that this innovation saves lives and has met with 

consistent driver approval. However, there was a need to identify any current problems, 

with child safety seats so that what have already been shown to be a life-saving 

technology might be improved still further. 

Study Goals 

This study was designed to determine the extent to which currently marketed 

child safety seats are difficult to install in current model automobiles. The study also 

tested whether, once installed, the child seats remain securely fastened when rocked or 

tilted. 

The study was designed to identify installation and secureness problems rather 

than to focus on overall characteristics of child seat use or to identify positive features 

of the child seats. This focus was chosen in order to identify difficulties with child 

seats that might be corrected. 
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Study Design 

Seventeen child seat models were selected based on the number manufactured 

in 1987 and the inclusion of a representative group of newer seats for which 

manufacturing figures were not yet available. The seventeen child seat models 

represented nine different manufacturers. While many of the seats were 

"convertible"--designed for use for toddlers and infants by installing them facing fror:t 

or facing back-all but one of the convertible seats were tested in the toddler position 

only. A total of 13 toddler seats and 4 infant seats were tested. 

Experimenters were trained in the correct installation procedures. They then 

installed the child seats in each automobile, going from vehicle to vehicle according to 

a random sequence developed from a Latin square design. After installing the seat, the 

experimenters informally tested the extent to which it rotated and tilted forward from 

the automobile seat by twisting and tugging the seat manually with moderate force. 

The experimenters recorded their observations on (1) ease of installation, (2) problems 

associated with installation, (3) whether the child seat interfered with operation of the 

automatic belt system (front seat only), and (4) looseness of the child seat once 

installed. 

Findings 

In general, problems with the installation and use of child safety seats differed 

significantly by test vehicle but did not vary significantly by child seat. As concerns 

installation position, a slightly greater number of problems were found in the rear 

outboard position as compared with the rear center position. The problems are largely 

associated with use of the seats in those locations, rather than with their installation. 

That is, once installed, seats are sometimes not secure, rotating and moving forward 

excessively when pushed. However, installation and use of child seats in the front 

passenger position appears to present many more problems as compared with the rear 

seat positions. The tests thus confirmed the recommendations of some manufacturers 

not to install child safety seats in the front seat of automobiles with motorized safety 

belt systems. 
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Introduction 

The study of comfort and convenience reported in the companion volume to 

this report assembled seventeen 1988 and 1989 model year cars in a single location and 

hired thirty individuals to assist with the study. This provided an opportunity to gain 

some rough information on the nature of problems that consumers might be likely to 

encounter with installation of current model child safety seats in recent model 

automobiles. 

Background 

There has been a dramatic change in the use of child safety seats during the 

1980s. While only 23 percent of children in cars entering shopping center parking lots 

were observed using child safety seats in 1982, over 83.5 percent were using them in 

1988 (Ziegler, 1989). Equally important, between 1983 and 1986 there was a doubling of 

the correct installation of child safety seats (from 39 percent to 78 percent of seats in 

use). The last study to test child seats with automobile safety belt systems was 

conducted in 1980 (Tom et al., 1981). 

Purposes of the Child Safety Seat Study 

This study was conducted with the intent of characterizing child safety seat 

installation in a variety of new passenger cars by individuals possessing a minimum level 

of child passenger safety technical expertise. The results of the study reflect the level 

of difficulty that was perceived by these individuals in the installation of the child seats 

and their perceptions of the correct fit of these child seats. The correct installation 

and fit of the child seats were not assessed according to an absolute standard. No 

attempt was made to measure or control inter-rater reliability. 

Seventeen child seats were tested in the rear outboard and center seats ot 

seventeen 1988-1989 model year automobiles. The rear-seat tests were designed to 

answer the following questions: . 

1.	 Which combinations of child seats and automobiles, if any, 
present difficulties in rear seat installation? 

2.	 Once installed, which combinations of child safety seats and 
automobiles, if any, prevent the child seats from remaining 
securely fastened when rocked or tilted? 
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The child seats were also tested in the front passenger seat of nine 

automobiles with motorized belt systems. The front seat tests were designed to answer 

three questions: 

1.	 Which combinations of child seats and automobiles, if any, 
present difficulties in front seat installation? 

2.	 Which combinations of child seats and automobiles, if any, cause 
interference problems with the operation of the motorized safety 
belt system? 

3.	 Once installed, which combinations of child safety seats and 
automobiles, if any, prevent the child seats from remaining 
securely fastened when rocked or tilted? 

The owner"s manuals for at least some automobiles with motorized belt 

systems recommend that buyers not use the front seat to install child safety seats. 

However, it was still important to test child seats with these vehicles in the front seat 

because many people who use child seats may not read the owner's manual or be told 

about its recommendations. 

A final purpose of the study was to learn whether there are different kinds of 

problems and their relative frequencies associated with installing and securely fastening 

child safety seats in different current automobiles. 

As stated above, the study was deliberately designed to identify installation 

and secureness problems rather than to focus on overall characteristics of child seat use 

or to identify positive features of the seats. This focus was chosen in order to 

maximize opportunities to identify difficulties with child safety seats that could be 

corrected in an effort to improve the documented safety benefits that child seats 

provide. 
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Test Design and Procedures 

Seventeen child seat models were selected based on the number manufactured 

in 1987 and the inclusion of a representative group of newer seats for which 

manufacturing figures were not yet available. The seventeen child seat models tested 

represented nine different manufacturers (Exhibit 1). While many of the seats were 

"convertible"-designed for use for toddlers and infants Oy installing them facing fror•t 

or facing back-all but one of the convertible seats were tested in the toddler position 

only. A total of 13 toddler seats and 4 infant seats were tested. 

Each seat was tested in up to seventeen current model automobiles with 

motorized and non-motorized automatic safety belt systems in the front seats and 

manual belt systems in the rear seats. (For information about the vehicles, see Chapter 

3 of the companion study, "A Comparison of the Comfort and Convenience of 

Automatic Safety Belt Systems among Selected 1988-1989 Model Year Automobiles.'") 

As appropriate, the child seats were tested in each of three positions in each 

automobile: rear outboard (window) seat, rear middle seat (except for automobiles with 

no rear middle seat), and front passenger seat. The child seats could not be tested in 

the front seat of eight test automobiles with non-motorized automatic belt systems 

because these vehicles did not have manual lap belts in the front seats. In addition, two 

vehicles had no middle rear seat. 

Experimenters were divided into eight pairs, with every pair but one 

responsible for installing two child safety seats (one team installed three seats). Each 

pair was trained by automobile safety engineers in the correct installation procedures 

for its seats. Under the supervision of the safety engineers, the teams then practiced 

installing its seats in several of the test vehicles. The teams were also supervised 

during the actual testing by the automobile safety engineers. 

During the test, the experimenters installed their child seats in each 

automobile, going from vehicle to vehicle according to a random sequence developed 

from a Latin square design. A-fter installing the seat, the experimenters informally 

tested the extent to which it rotated and tilted forward from the automobile seat by 

turning and tugging the seat manually with moderate force. The experimenters 

recorded their observations on (1) ease of installation, (2) problems associated with 

installation, (3) whether the child seat interfered with operation of the automatic belt 
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Exhibit I


Child Safety Seats Tested


Manufacturer 

Century 

Century 

Cosco 

Evenflo 

Evenf to 

Fisher Price 

Gerry Guardian 

Kolcraft 

Nissan 

Pride Trimble 

Strolee 

Strolee 

Strolee 

Century 

Evenf to 

Kolcraft 

Strolee 

Toddler Seats 

Model 

200 

2000 STE 

Car Seat 

7-Year 

Ultara 

Car Seat 

Convertible 

Perfect Fit 

Child Safety Seat 

Pride Ride 

609 

626 

GT 2000 

Infant Seats 

Infant Love Seat 

Dyn-O-Mite 

Rock-N-Ride Carrier 

626 
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system (front seat only), and (4) looseness of the child seat once installed. A copy of 

the observation instrument may be found in Appendix A. 
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Data Analysis and Results 

As noted above, for policymaking purposes Study Two was designed 

deliberately to identify problems associated with the installation and secureness of the 

child seats rather than to evaluate overall characteristics of child seat use. 

The analysis focused on four potential problems. An installation problem was 

indicated if there was any difficulty in installing the seat. An interference problem was 

noted if the child seat interfered with the operation of the automatic safety belt (front 

passenger position only). If the child seat rotated more than 30 degrees when pulled 

from side to side, a rotation problem was indicated. Similarly, a forward motion 

problem was noted if the top of the child seat moved six or more inches when pulled 

toward the front of the car.I The 'data elements from the child safety restraint 

questionnaire used to identify each type of problem are displayed in Exhibit 2. In the 

remaining exhibits, the numbers shown are counts of the total number of problems 

occurring in each cell. 

Overview 

In general, problems with the installation and use of child safety seats differed 

significantly by test vehicle but did not vary significantly by child seat. As concerns 

installation position, a slightly greater number of problems were found in the rear 

window position as compared with the rear center position. (See Exhibit 3 and 

Exhibit 4.) The problems are largely associated with use of the seats in these locations, 

rather than with their installation. That is, once installed, seats are sometimes not 

secure, rotating and moving forward excessively when pushed. However, installation 

and use of child seats in the front passenger position (where there were motorized 

automatic safety belt systems) appears to present many more problems as compared 

with the rear seat positions (where there were manual belts). The tests thus confirmed 

the recommendations of some manufacturers not to install child safety seats in the 

front seat of automobiles with motorized safety belt systems. 

IExperimenters measured informally the movement of the child seat from side 
to side and forward by exerring moderate force with their hands to pull the seat out of 
position. 
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Exhibit 2


Questions from the Child Safety Restraint Device Examination


Form Used in the Analyses


Column on 

Questionnaire 

Child Seat Position/ Where Question 

Type of Problem May Be Found* ssociated Question(s) 

Front Passenger 

Installation Problem 16 Was there any problem installing the seat? 

Installation Interference 23 Did the automatic belt system interfere with the 

process of installing the seat? 

Operation Interference 24 Does the child seat interfere with operation of 

the automatic safety belt? 

Rotation 31 Does the child seat rotate more than 30 degrees 

or come loose when pulled from side to side? 

Forward Motion 18 Distance child seat pitches forward when 

pulled.** 

Rear Outboard 

Installation Problem 33 Was there any problem installing the seat? 

Rotation 40 Does the child seat rotate more than.30 degrees 

or come loose when pulled from side to side? 

Forward Motion 41 Distance child seat pitches forward when 

pulled.** 

Rear Center 

Installation Problem 42 Was there any problem installing the seat? 

Rotation 49 Does the child seat rotate more than 30 degrees 
or come loose when pulled from side to side? 

Forward Motion 50 Distance child seat pitches forward when 

pulled.** 

*See Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire. 

**A problem is indicated if the child seat moves 6 or more inches or comes loose. 
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Exhibit 3 

Percentage of Trials with Problems by Seat Position: 
Toddler Seats 1 

REAR OUTBOARD SEAT 

Installation Problem 7.2 

Rotation 37.6 

Forward Motion >6^" 31.7 

REAR CENTER SEAT 

Installation Problem 8.7 

Rotation 26.7 

Forward Motion 11 RM110, 24.1 

I1'RONT PASSENGER SEAT 

Installation. Problem 3.4 

operation Interfer. 19.7 

Rotation 17- ;.-, H € 71.8 

Forward Motion MM7 :.. :j 71.8 
I 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Percent 

:^ercert of observations where at least one problem was indicated. 
-:e chi o seats were not tested in the front seat of the eight test vehicles with -non -motorized automatic belt
:.ems cecause these automobiles do not have manual lap belts in the front seats 

Exhibit 4 

Percentage of Trials with Problems by Seat Position: 
Infant Seats 1 

REAR OUTBOARD SEAT 

Installation Problem 5.9 

Rotation 42.6 
Forward Motion Pr WOUNN 25 

REAR CENTER SEAT 

Installation Problem 

Rotation 

Forward Motion rNDOOR 

FRONT PASSENGER SEAT 

Installation Problem 0 

Operation Interfer.Y.' 19.4 
m„.^.

Rot ition 

Forward Motion 5 rF" 

----- H 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Percent 

t Percent of observations where at least one problem was indicated. 
2 The child seats were not tested in the front seat of the eight test •:enici<_s with nor.-motorized automatic belt 

systems because these automobiles do not have manual lap belts :n the front seats 
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Types of Problem by Vehicle 

Exhibit 5 shows the frequency of problems by type of problem and vehicle for 

toddler seats. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether the 

number of problems in each installation position was significantly influenced by vehicle 

characteristics.) There were, three dependent variables--the total number of problems 

recorded for each of the three installation positions. A categorical variable 

representing vehicle was used as the independent variable. 

The data suggest that problems occur more frequently in the rear window 

passenger position than in the rear center position. Problems were encountered in over 

26 percent of the trials in the rear outboard position as compared with 21 percent in the 

rear center position. In both rear positions, problems were more likely to occur in the 

operation and use of the toddler seats after installation than in the installation 

process. Rotation and forward motion appear to be the most frequent problems. The 

data suggest rotation and forward movement problems occur frequently (84 percent of 

the trials) in the front passenger position as well. In addition, there is evidence that the 

child seats in the front passenger position interfere with the operation of the motorized 

safety belt (23 percent of the trials). 

Exhibit 6 displays similar data for infant seats. As with the toddler seats, the 

total number of problems in each position varies significantly by vehicle. Again, 

problems in the rear seat positions stem principally from rotation and forward motion 

rather than -installation. As with the toddler seats, the rear window position tends to be 

somewhat more problematic than the rear center position, with problems occurring in 

28 percent and 18 percent of trials for rear window and rear center positions, 

respectively. The front passenger position, however, has the highest incidence of 

problems (33 percent). 

Problems by Child Seat Model 

Exhibit 7 shows the total number of problems and this total as a percent of 

possible problems for each child seat evaluated. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the 

1Since neither the sample of vehicles nor the sample of child safety seats was 
scientifically selected from its respective population, the results of this analysis can 
not be generalized to the vehicle population. A statistically significant result means 
that we would expect similar findings if the experiment were repeated with the same 
vehicles and child seats. 
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Exhibit 5 

Frequency of Each Type of lest trebles by Test Vehicle and Seat Positions Toddler Seats' 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- ...................__.... _... __._._._._.... _.b 
Rear ard RearRear Canter !tool Passenger 

-------------------------------------------------- .-_.-----.---------------•------• 
N►olate e---- Rotetlon^t^isbtl on 

______________________________ • lnProb !_---_-------- ! __--_--__--_ 
MAI(f A100f l 

forward fata le l ns tellatlon Installation Operation I 
nsfa11at loot F101 8 910" 1

Forward 
I 

TOtala 

Moor 1r e d Dodge Shadow 61 it 30.6 
°-" ----------'

ford Escort 2 2( S 12.0 n/a 

3 

------------ ------------ ------------n/aa/e$/a e/e 

21 

04/a 

4 

1 

9 

31 
11 

: 1
29 

6 

50.0 

II

-------------°•------------ ------------------------•-----------
fora Tempo ------ 0 3 01 3 6.3 4 11.1 0 - S S 10 

Nelda 626 .-^- 2 
----------- ----------

- -1-- 9 23.1 
------------

3
--- ---- ----- -------

-.s 12 

Nltsublshl 
Mirage 

Nissan Neelu 

Paugot 405S 
--------- ----- ---------
Saab 900 Turbo 

---------_ 55l --
------------______ 3 

O 5 

6 

2 31 
t 

4 ! I2 33.3
- - 111 -- '- -

1II 9 23.1

33.9 
!1--!! 
3 10 2 

-
2
0 5 

-------
2 4 

--------


! .s 2 7 9.4

4 tO 27.8 

-------------_- ----__

n. --__ _. °'

- - --

01 01/4 

-_---•----•-----° 

I SI 76 

31•.._.._..__.--•--•
12 93.81 

--
1 I3

2 1 101 101 27

Toyots Cowry Toyota of -81 -----------7^ -----41.7 IS 2 3 
-----------

0 9 12.6 01
 n/8 s 13 IJ 31 99.6 

total 1235 27 74 24.9 ------ - - 41 2 1 19S
-----------

Mon- Hyundai Eee.l 0^ 61 1^ 7 19.4 0 3 9.1 ------
Notorlredb 

Volkswagen 
Jefta 0 3 I 6 16.7 

rugo Gv 2 19 10.7 
------------ ------------ ------------- ------------ -----

Chevrolet 
Barrette 1 1 17.9--------- ----------- 31 3

eonevllla ----- U6l--°------ e!__I4__. 39 9 

! 

1 2 

n/en/e 

0 3

--------------------- n/e 

e 20.S e/. ale -----.-. n - n/e n/a n/e s/a
-------- -- I - ---1- - --- -- -• !

e/. n/e 01/6 ft/6 fl/a _--'_--.n/a1 n/e1 n/e Al. 0/01 
------------ ♦ ------------•-•---------- -------------

a/e 0/a 1 n/a n 0/81 ._______ -! /

10 25.6
----------- - -----------

Pontlee Grand

M (2 dr) 1 5^ S 11 30.6 t .7 nh


Pontiac Grandy 
N (1 dr) 1 5 12.6 

--_ n/

1I 3 0. n/a n/. n/a• a/a_--- n/a 
.s_ .----. I

----' ---- ----- n/e
Pont lee Grand 
Prle 12 30 7. 

O _____-_°-7 ---------- 5 •° -
n/a n/. ./a fl/al ./a n/e 

•------ •------

Total 

4 61 26.7 

1 16 631 701 169 26.4 

S1 17 

111 521

201 42 l.9 e/e a/4 n/e1 n/a1 n/e1 ./a n/ai
----- -- n/a1 

471 116 20.7 41 2 23 so 841 199 - ----------- :2.4 

I the numbers In the body of the table show the number of problems reported In each cell. The number (N) shown In the total Column ewcludes problem 

counts for Installation interference. since this question was asked only If there was an installation Problem. The percentage (3) Is the total 

number of problems as a percent of total possible problems. 

oche total numbers of problems In the Indicated seat position are slgnflc.ntly different of she 913 level of confidence among the vehicles tested. 

bike child seats were not tested In the front seat of the eight test vehlclos with non-motorl2ed automatic bolt systems because these automobiles do 

not have manual lap belts In the front seats. 



Exhibit 6 

9reauency of Racb Type of Seat Problem by Teat Vehicle and Seat Positions Infant seats, 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
near Outboard Neer Confer ----- Front Passenger 

-------------------------------------- ------------------------' _----___.._-----•----•---^'------• Insf •l lallon^ forward lot al forward 10f•1 Ins ♦ illatIon Ins lei Felton operation forward total 
N / 1atKterencd lnteflerenee %fallen Notion t I Problem N 

_______________iMUKF/IIOOFI_____ ------- ------------ ------------ -------------------- ------------ ------------ ^----------- ----------- ------...... 

Motorisad --- Dodge she-or--- 0 2 1 3 25.0 01 n/• 1 3 I 

------------ -----------o ----o --------- e_e --------•^1---•-----' ..---------- ^1 -----------------------
Tord tecort 01 ate a/_ a/. a/- ------------ --------- -i. 

- i -i -i --------
ford T•mpo .__ 0 0 0 0 0.0 ----------0 --- 0 01 n/aI 2 1 0 1 10.a 

--------------- ------------ 0 ----- 0 ------------ ------------ I------..... - -----------
Hard. 626------ 0 -------- I 0 1 e.3 2I4 33.3 41 41 9 36.3 

----------------------1 ----------- --- ----------- I-------- ate ----------- -•------------ •-----------

"Itsubisht 
Nirage 41 11 6 50.0 2 2 5 41.7 0 0/a 0 01 11 1 63 

------------ ------------ ------------ ------ ----- ------------ •------------ •--------- _
----1--------- • ---------- 0 -----

alssen__!!!Imo 0 3 2' 5 41.7 0 0 . 0 0. 0/a L1 5 1 3 1 a 50.0 
------------------ --------------------- --------------- --- ------------ ------------ -------- ;; 4055 0 5 2 6 50.0 ------------ ------------ ------------0 0 0 .0. 0 ------

---•_..._.I 3 _.__---•-_-2 ------------ ------------ ------------ -------------------------2 
S aab 900 Turbo 50.0 2 4 6/0 0 9 31.3 )I 

• _. ._  ------------ ------------ --------•-_- ------------ 21 
Toyola Ceerr 0I 2II 1 3 25.0 0 0 0 0. n/e "-0 

-------------------------------- ........................ •-'--2 ----------- ------------ .._.__...--- ^----'M - 5•----- -----3-- ------ -
Total 2 191 '9 30 21.0 e 6 16 10.4 '-- -' n/s 1 231 sal 50 33.3 

--- ------------ ------------ ------------ ------------
14on- Hyundai facet -----------1 -- 0 2 16.7 0 a/a n/• /a n1 
Motorltedb 1___._... -' -----'--' --------- 0^---------- 0 -------I - 0.1
 -------- ---- n/a ------- -- -- 8-- -

-
Volkswagen 
Jetty 0 - 0 1 6.3 0 0 0/e n/a n/a n/aI n/sI n/a n/a 

-- ------------ ------------ ------------ --------- -----
--------------- ------------ ------- ------------ ah --------- n/a
rugo 0 2 --------- -_-----n/e -------

----- ----- -3 -_ --__ 41:1 ------------ --- -/s ------ - n/011 ------- °--,-------- n/81 n/a---- n/e 
Chevrolet-----
Barrette ._.1 e.3 n/sl n/al /eI a10I 0/e a/ 

------- /a ---------- 0 -------- •- 333333 ------------ f------------•------------
Pont lit 
BoneVU Is 0 2 3 25.0 0. n/a n/e n/e n/a n/a n/e 

Pontiac Grand 
M(2dr) 0 4 33.3 n/e ----_-- n/a n/a - n/a ----------- n/a 0/e n/a

- ----------- ---- -----------2 _ -----------
Pontiac Grand 
AA ( 4 dr) 0 0 0 0 0.0 01 0 0I 0 0. n/a n/a n/a n/e a/a n/e n/a 

------------ •---------------------- ------------ 
---------------Pontiac Great!

Prie 11 21 1 4 33.3 11 1 mh n/a - 11 n/a a a/* a/@
../0. ---------- ---------- --- ----- --------- ------------a' 

Total 2 10 el 20 20.0 11 I II 3 3. n/e n/a n/a fl/al nMel n/s n/a 

total 41 ICI so 24.5( pi 3I 91 11 19 II.3 n 1I 231 lei -;@ 33.5
------ °

-----------------------•-------------------------------------------- ------------------------•------------------------- ---------._.----

'thy numbers In the body of the table show the number of problems reported in each coil. The number (N) Shown In the total Colon, includes problem 

counts for installation interference, since this question was asked only 11 there was an Installation problem. 
The Percentage f1) Is•the total

number of problems as s percent of total possible problems. 

°1he total numbers of problems In the Indicated seat Position are slgnllcantly different of the 959 level 01 confidence among the vehicles fesf.A. 

"The child seats were not tested In the front seat of the eight lest vehicles with nnn-mirrored Iola-!!r tall arsiems because those automobiles do 

not nave Manuel lep belts In the front seats. 



Exhibit 7 

Total Installation and Use Problems 
by Child Safety Seat: Toddler and Infant Seats 

Total Number Percent of 
Manufacturer/Model of Problems Possible Problems 

Toddler Seats 

Century 200 47 27.6 
Century 2000 STE 42 2'+.7 
Cosco Car Seat 36 21.2 
Evenflo 7 Year 42 2 +.7 
Evenflo Ultara 19 ..1.9 
Fisher-Price 37 21.8 
Gerry Guardian Convertible 37 21.8 
Kolcraft Perfect Fit 30 '7.6 
Nissan Child Safety Seat 22 i 2.9 
Pride Trimble Pr ide Ride 33 22.0 
Strolee 609 47 27.6 
Strolee 626 53 31.2 
Strolee GT2000 35 20.6 

Total/Average 480 22.0 

Infant Seats 

Strolee 626 35 20.6 
Century Infant Love Seat 20 11.8 
Evenflo Dyn-O-Mite 27 15.9 
Kolcraft Rock-N-Ride Carrier 35 20.6 

Total/Average 117 17.2 
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total number of problems in each installation position was conducted separately for 

toddler and infant seats. No consistent statistically significant differences (at the 95 

percent level of confidence) in total problems by child safety seat were found. 

Exhibit 8 presents the data for toddler seats by seat location in the test 

vehicles. In the rear outboard position, the total number of problems differ 

significantly by child seat. Problems occurred most frequently with the Strolee 609, 

the Fisher Price Car Seat and the Strolee 626--problems were reported in 

approximately 40 percent of the trials for these child seats. In the front passenger 

position, differences by toddler seat in the total number of problems in the front 

passenger position are not statistically significant. For infant seats, no statistically 

significant differences; by seat were found for any of the three installation positions. 

The above analysis examines the child seats separately in relation first to 

vehicles and then to type of child seat. Appendix B and Appendix C display the data by 

test vehicle, child safety seat, and test position for toddler and infant seats. However, 

the data are of very limited use because the cells are so sparse. 

16




Exhibit 8 

Type of Seat Problem by Child Seat and Vehicle Seat Positions Toddler Seatel 

------------------------------------------------- --------------
Rear Outboard _Rear Center - -------- - °-------- -Front Passenger - ------------------------------ _------------------------------------------------ ------------------------

Installation Forward Totals ForwardTotal Inste11etlonlInstallation 1 Operation I 1 forward { Total 
problem Rotation Notion N Installation Rotation I Motion N ' F Problem Intarferenceb Interference Rotation Motion I N f 

--------------------------- •--'-'•-_-••_ -------- ---------•- ---------
MANUFACTURER/MODEL 

- - - ------
Century 200 I 10 15 35.1 81 71 17 47.21 ---71 
--------------------------------------- r 71 - - -II -----------,I ----------'' -- ----

Century 2000 STE I 1 ----------7 ------'---4 12 ------25.0 6 It 26.2 1 --- 0 - ---11 31- 81 71 19 52.8
- ----------------------------- __._3

Cctr' rer Seat 31 61 S' 14 27.5 01 eI 8 17,8 --------- -- t n /a1 I) 7I S) 14 38.941 
-------------- ---------------------------------------

Evenifo 7 Year 33.3 -- 0 2 - 10 22.2 0 •4 S - 9 18 50.0
--- 01--------___11-_._____._II.-14_ __ ----- 8 IIIIII____ ---__1_ 1 1 .

Evenf10 Ultara 21 4 8.3 11 I I 41 6 14.3 01 n/a 1 t 1 41 41 9 25.01 

Flshar Price 0 12 10 22 43.1 0 2 I 3 6.7 0 1 61 61 -_33,31i 
------------- --------------------------------------- - -- - - - - - - - -

12

.i3rry Guardian Convertible 11 31 51 9 17.6 31 11
 21
--------------------------- --------------------------------------- ---41--11--- 24.4 ---------- OI-------°-nla1-°--------'1-----------el-^---------BI--f'°--17


Koicreft Perfect Fit - -71 S1_ 12 23.5 d 8.9 01 71 7 14 1 38.9 )
- -+- - --?1- 11 --- ol----------- /a1 

OI 
Nissan Child Safety Seat 01 11 31 1 7.8 01 11 11 2 4.4 01 n /a1 01 81 81- 16 44.41 
--------------------------- --

Pride Trimble Pride Ride _ 2 S 2 9 20.0 ----_-__-_S 7 31-15 38.5 0 11 41 n/al ----------- I 9 32.4

Strolee 609 11- 121 3.1 01 41 3 7 15.6 -I9 01 n /al 41 71 71 18 50.0 II 2 4

Strolee 626 ------ 81 61 15 35.7I--------------------------- ------------ ------------ ----------- ---------- - I ____ f------------ -- - ------------------------------------ - --- ------

Strolee 0T2000 41 61 31 13 25.5 9 23.1 01 n1e1 1 i------------i 11 61 61 13 >6,1 
----- 21______ 

26.4 17 52 471116 Total 831 701 169 20.7 41----------- 161 ------------------------- ------------ ----13 84 84 195 1 12,1 
-------- -- -- ------- ------ --------------

tine numbers in the body of the table show the numbs: of problems reported. In each cell. The number (N) shown in the total column excludes problem


counts for installation Interference, since this question was applicable only If there was an Installation Problem thq ;ercertcgo ;:) is the yore,

number of prob!cm; as a percent of total possible problems.


elhe total numbers of problems in lie indicated seat Position are signficantly different at the 951 level of confidence among the vehicles tested. 

V binetaltat ion interference was recorded only when there was an installation problem. N/A indicates that Installation Interference was not rrl -ant 

for this reason. 
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Appendices 



Appendix A 

CHILD SAFETY RESTRAINT DEVICE 
EVALUATION FORM 

ID # 1-7/ 
Card it 97


Batch 9-10/

Vehicle Model Name Number 11-12/


Child Seat Model Name	 Number 13-14/ 

A.	 FRONT OUTBOARD PASSENGER POSITION 

NOTES: 
a.	 Only test in cars that have a manual lap belt. Be sure to use special 

seat belt adaptors if required by manufacturer to install child seats. 

Record type of lap belt retractor installed in this car. 

Automatic locking (belt locks when you stop pulling it)	 I 13/ 

Emergency locking (belt does not lock-up)	 2 

b.	 When installing be sure to snug up the belt by pushing down on the child 
seat. 

c.	 Leave the automatic safety belt connected in the automatic mode while 
installing the child seats. 

INSTALL THE CHILD SAFETY SEAT 

1.	 Was there any problem installing the seat? CIRCLE ONE. Yes I i6/ 

a.	 If you answered YES, please describe the problem(s): No 2 

17-18/ 
19-20/ 
21-22/ 

2.	 Did the automatic belt system interfere with the process Yes 23/ 
of installing the child seat? That is, did the belt get 
in your way while making the installation? CIRCLE ONE. No 2 

21




CLOSE THE PASSENGER DOOR AND THEN OPEN IT WHILE WATCHING THE 
AUTOMATIC SAFETY BELT OPERATION. 

3. Does the child seat interfere with operation of the 
automatic safety belt? That is, does the belt bind 
up or catch on the child seat when the door is opened 
or closed? CIRCLE ONE. 

Yes 

No 

1 

2 

24/ 

a. If you answered Yes, please describe the problem(s). 

25-26/

27-28/

29-30/


4. Try to pull the child seat from side to side (car door 
to car door). Does the child seat rotate more than about 
30 degrees or come loose? CIRCLE ONE. 

Remains tight, or rotates no more than 30 degrees 
to either side 

Rotates more than 30 degrees to either side but 
does not come loose 

Seat comes loose 

I 

2 

3 

31/ 

5. Grasp the top of the child seat and pull slowly toward 
the front of the car. 

Measure how far the child seat 
pitches forward from the car seat. 
Measure distance moved as shown below. 

Be sure not to include any measured 
distance between the car seat and 
the child seat that exists before 
pulling on the seat. 

CIRCLE ONE. 
Less than 2 inches I 32/ 
2-5.99 inches 2 
6-10 inches 3 
Seat comes loose 4 

22




B. INSTALL THE CHILD SEAT IN THE REAR OUTBOARD SEAT 
(DRIVER SIDE) 

1. Was there any problem installing the Seat? CIRCLE ONE. Yes I 33/ 

a. If you answered YES, please describe the problem(s): No 2 

34-35/ 
36-37/ 
38-391 

2. Try to pull the child seat from side to side (car door 
to car door). Does the child seat rotate more than about 
30 degrees or come loose? CIRCLE ONE. 

Remains tight, or rotates no more than 30 degrees 
to either side 

Rotates more than 30 degrees to either side but 
does not come loose 

Seat comes loose 

I 

2 

3 

0/ 

3. Grasp the top of the child seat and pull slowly toward 
the front of the car. 

CIRCLE ONE. 
Measure how far the child seat Less than 2 inches 
pitches forward from the car seat. 2-5.99 inches 
Measure distance moved as shown below. 6-10 inches 

Seat comes loose 

I 
2 
3 
4 

1/ 

Be sure not to include any measured 
distance between the car seat and 
the child seat that exists before 
pulling on the seat. 
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C. INSTALL THE CHILD SEAT IN THE REAR CENTER POSITION 

1. Was there any ;problem installing the Seat? CIRCLE ONE. Yes I 42/ 

a. If you answered YES, please describe the problem(s): No 2 

43-44/ 
45-46/ 
47-48/ 

2. Try to pull the child peat from side to side (car door 
to car door). Does the child seat rotate more than about 
30 degrees or come loose? CIRCLE ONE. 

Remains tight, or rotates no more than 30 degrees 
to either side 

Rotates more than 30 degrees to either side but 
does not come loose 

Seat comes loose 

1 

2 

3 

49/ 

3. Grasp the top of the child seat and pull slowly toward 
the front of the car. 

Measure how far the child seat 
CIRCLE ONE. 
Less than 2 inches 

pitches forward from the car seat. 2-5.99 inches 
Measure distance moved as shown below. 6-10 inches 

Seat comes loose 

1 
2 
3 
4 

50/ 

Be sure not to include any measured 
distance between the car seat and 
the child seat that exists before 
pulling on the seat. 
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Appendix c 

Installation or Use Problems by Child Safety Seat, Test Vehicle, and Seat Location: Infant Seats 
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a The child seats were not tested in the front seat of the eight test vehicles with non-motorized automatic belt 
systems because these automobiles do not have manual lap belts in the front seats. 
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